the GAME of LIFE Mastery Program
Class Module 3
Welcome home to our community of Love and Light! I'm Kate Large and welcome to
the third class module of The Game of Life Mastery Program!
And I want to thank you for being here! I'm excited to share the loving energy of the
angelic realm with you during our time together and hold that magical space for you to
ascend your energy from deep within.
In this class module, I'll be sharing empowering information about victim energy and
then we'll be connecting with the angelic realm!
So lets get started with some Admin info:
This call will be about forty-five minutes and is recorded. The recording and transcript
will be added to the Members website within 48 hours. And we will begin our Q&A time
together immediately after the class content completes.
We will be experiencing a New Moon this week so I added two programs to the Mastery
Tool Library. The name of those are: Angels & New Moon Energy Reveal: Access to
Your Prosperity Portal and Angels & Full Moon Energy Reveal: Your Pathway to
Miracles. So you'll be able to use those moon programs both for the new moon and the
full moon.
So please go to the Dynamic Mastery Tool Library on the mastery website and download
these two programs. They are both very powerful and you'll want to use them when the
moon is full and when the moon is new. This week the moon will be new on Wednesday,
July 15 here in North America. I believe it will be new on Thursday, July 16 if you're in
Europe.
I also added descriptions to a few of the programs in the Mastery Tool Library, so be sure
to check those out.
Love Circle
Before we begin, I want to take your hand across the soils and waters of Mother Earth
and welcome you into our circle of love with the angels. Together we form a safe,
supportive community container - a circle of love.
So please, get comfortable... close your eyes... and with a deep breath, I ask your angels
to come in very close to you so that you feel their love for you...
Take a deep breath and envision....
.... taking the hand of your angels - one on your left and one on your right.
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When I call out the country you're in, your angels will help you step into our circle of
love.
Would everyone from Australia... the UK... France.... Belgium... Germany... please step
into the circle...
...everyone from Guatemala... Indonesia... Canada... and the US, please step into the
circle...
If you just joined or if you're in a country I did not mention, please step into the circle...
From this safe space of love energy, the angels and I send all the love of our hearts to
you. We hold you in the light of the powerful, limitless spiritual BE-ing of love and light
that you are. We hold you in the knowing that it is your birthright to be, do and have all
that makes your heart sing with joy - to experience your version of heaven on earth --now and always...
By coming together in this beautiful circle of love we magnify the Power of Two
exponentially! Whether you're listening live, to the recording or reading the transcript,
we claim this power!
Take a deep breath of this ever expanding, power of love - breathe in just how limitless
you are!
Now we'll ground this loving energy.....
See roots from your feet travel into the loving soils of Mother Earth, down to the core
light of love within her. With a deep breath pull her loving, healing energy up through
the soils to your feet, up your legs to your heart.
When you're ready, open your eyes...
Thank you.... for being here...
Kick BE-ing a Victim to the Curb
Okay... so this is our third class module. Your homework was to read chapter 7, Love
and complete the inside assignments. If you haven't done that, not to worry - do not beat
yourself up. This next week, ask your angels for a "time warp" to help you accomplish
everything you want to complete each day and know that all is in divine order!
We've come together, you and I and the angels and Florence, to transcend the illusions of
physical world limits and to do that we must shift our energy - our internal physical
energy to the higher vibration of love.
I talk about shifting your energy to achieve the experience of your version of heaven on
earth - shifting your energy to love or above. But just what does that mean?
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What is this energy of love? What is the love or above energy that I talk about? What is
Joy? What is happiness?
The energy of love, joy and happiness are not tangible, hold in your hand objects, so just
what are they?
Love, joy and happiness are an experience - a state of being that feels really good. I've
been told by human spirits of the angelic realm that the love there is beyond what our
human brains can even understand.
Many of you have asked me about achieving love energy and joy energy, so lets look at
the mechanics of this energy.
We can all easily relate to what it feels like to be afraid or anxious or angry. We
understand these things without question. And when we think about it, being afraid,
anxious or angry has levels of intensity.
For those of you who know me, you know I'm not fond of spiders. If a tiny spider lands
on my hand, I don't like it and I brush it off. But if a three inch tarantula size spider lands
on my hand there'll be some serious screaming and jumping around going on. This is an
example of the different levels of fear.
The same goes for love energy and joy energy. These feelings hold a variety of levels
from calm contentment to bouncing off the walls with excitement.
In this day of 2015 there's no way to be in the bouncing off the walls with excitement
energy all the time - nor would we want to be, but sustaining the love/joy/happiness
energy of calm contentment with just the right engagement of full body excitement would
be truly wonderful - and this is what we want to achieve.
With the level of love, joy and happiness that our hearts desire, we will attain
experiencing our version of Heaven on Earth. However, your version isn't the same
version I have and I know our children's version isn't the same as ours. Everyone has
their own idea of what their version of joy, happiness and love - their version of heaven
on earth - everyone has their version of what that is.
The goal of this program is to hold the safe space - without judgment - to fully support
you to decide what experiences hold love, joy and happiness for you. Shift your
vibration to that energy of experience as if you've already received it - and teach you
what to do when resistance energy - those subconscious negative beliefs about yourself when those are revealed and heal them - so you can be FREE to Be, Do or Have your
version of heaven on earth.
So... when we're born we're limitless possibility. It is our birthright to be, do or have
whatever makes our heart sing with joy.
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Then as we grow up and experience living in a human body here on Mother Earth, we
experience the dualities of this planet. Wonderful, loving experiences as well as sad,
painful experiences. And through these experiences, we learn to judge things we enjoy
and things we don't like.
We learn from our parents, our family, our educational system, religion and our society we learn from them how to think and how to BE.
We take in millions of bits of information every day and this experience observes our
reality into form. We write subconscious records or neural pathways of belief in our
brains and we pull from this archive every moment as we experience our lives.
These subconscious pathways of belief begin as babies - this is why we don't recognize
feelings of not being lovable, worthy or good enough for what they are - an illusion. We
take them as fact because we were so young when the neural pathway of belief was
written and its been with us all our lives. But the fact is... we were so young that the
belief was written without conscious thought - its written from a level of pain that we did
not know how to stop.
As we grow older, there comes a time that we have the opportunity to re-evaluate what
we believe. In this program these beliefs that aren't true will be revealed when you shift
your energy. However in the past that opportunity has sometimes come through an
uncomfortable life event or situation where we felt like a victim.
Lets take a hard look at victim energy.
The reality is that all our relationships are about US - not other people - US and our
perception of the relationship.
And the term relationship really encompasses everything - relationships with people,
events and life situations.
Through our internal energy of creation, we draw to us relationships with people and
situations that match our internal energy. These relationships can be joyful or they can be
painful. Painful, drama filled relationships don't just happen to us - we create them.
And with this creation of a less than loving experience, we have delivered to us an
opportunity to expand into a greater expression of ourselves by healing from deep within
---- a belief that no longer serves us.
Now, I know you may be thinking of a time you were standing there minding your own
business and someone blind sided you and you felt as if you were attacked - YOU were
the victim. Why would you attract such an experience?
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You attracted it because you've set your intention to move into a higher station of love,
but there's something going on within you that needs to be healed first in order for you to
get there - so your subconscious attracts a situation or life event that reveals to you what
needs to be healed to achieve the status of BE-ing the higher vibration of love energy.
The nitty gritty of most experiences of being a victim is that the situation is mirroring
something to you that you do not like about yourself. It may be mirroring to you hidden
beliefs about being unworthy, undeserving or not good enough in some way - beliefs that
you don't even know that you have.
When you experience a conflict with someone else, you feel the resistance in your body
of anger, frustration, sadness, anxiety, along with feelings of being helpless or powerless,
in some way. Lets face it, if you felt within your power, you wouldn't feel conflict
resistance within you.
The bottom line is this - you give them your power, when you have these conflicts.
That's just what happens, that's who we are, that's what we do. We're experts at giving
our power away!
There is a family member - in my husband's family - that used to do this for me all the
time, till I finally got it. I would dread seeing her because she would say and do things
that degraded me and left me feeling... inadequate, not to mention unworthy and
unlovable.
For a long time I was focused on "it's her - she's just awful to me." Then Florence and
the angels pointed out to me that I had the power to change my experience with her. I
would try, but wasn't doing a very good job, when my dad's birthday rolled around - I
decided I wanted to ask him for help.
My dad, Big Jim, resides in the realm of the angels now. His physical body died in 2005.
But anyway, his birthday came and I sat down to visit with him. I wished him Happy
Birthday, then I told him I wanted to talk about this woman.
He laughed and said, "She doesn't like you and she treats you with contempt."
Being the patient daughter that I am, I told him, I know that - I want to know what I need
to do to heal this relationship.
Then the angels stepped in. I asked them to show me what this woman mirrors to me that
I don't like about myself and they did.
I was very surprised when I saw my little girl self of four years old sitting in the swing in
my grandmother's yard, crying. I was wearing a dress. I was dirty and I was wet. My
mom and dad had left my brothers and I with my dad's mother and evidently we were
going in and out of her house till she told us either in or out.
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I chose out, then I needed to go to the bathroom. I was four years old... I was afraid of
grandmother and I didn't know how to use the bathroom outside, so I wet my pants.
I was horrified... I was ashamed and laden with guilt. And through that experience I felt
as if I was unworthy, unlovable and not even good enough to use the bathroom in the
house.
This family member of today, held my dad's mother's energy and every encounter with
her was like going back to being 4 years old and wetting my pants - I would relive the
shame and humiliation at some level.
The angels and I healed this experience from my past that day by acknowledging what
happened, and showing my inner child that it wasn't my fault. The angels and I sent love
to my inner child and to me as an adult, as well as to all the people involved, plus I
forgave them and myself.
That loving forgiveness changed everything. I took my power back and now no matter
how inappropriate this woman is, she can't hurt me anymore - and I have the strength
within me to speak up when I need to.
This experience is where the PDF file of "Angels Show Energy Core" stems from - and it
is very powerful. You can get your copy from the Mastery Tool Library under the PDF
File section. It is a SIMPLE, powerful step-by-step process to work with your angels to
show you the core belief that you don't like about yourself and transmute it to love.
So when the shock wears off from what feels like an energetic attack, you then get the
chance to choose to make good use of this Golden Opportunity to shift out of the energy
of being a victim and transform your pain to the higher vibration of love.
Also included in the Mastery Tool Library is the Master Loving Relationships - from
Family to Work program. If you are experiencing conflict with others, be sure to
download it and listen in - there's also a transcript so you can read it. It will give you
tremendously valuable insight to the why's of victim energy and help you to overcome it.
And... when you incorporate these tools to face and heal victim energy when its
triggered, you'll be able to remove Victim from your energy field once and for all!
If you have trouble with this, reach out through the private Facebook group. We're here
to support you! And someone did post in there... I just posted back about that - about this
very kind of information, so be sure to go in there and take a look at that.
When you reclaim your power through your energy and radiate out the higher energy of
love by sending love and through forgiveness, then those who initiated your resistance
have become your Golden Link in your chain of Good!
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They become as "Gold" to you because they give you the opportunity to experience the
choice of facing something you didn't like about yourself or a belief that no longer serves
you and HEAL it!!
From the powerful, solid state of love, situations that used to leave you feeling powerless
and helpless as a victim will no longer affect you.
Be sure to download the Master Loving Relationships - from Family to Work program!
It gives you everything you need to know to change the dynamics of a relationship that's
always filled with drama.
AND... when you're going to be in the presence of someone who stirs up drama, the most
powerful thing you can do is to send love to that situation before you get there. I've used
this experience of sending love to a situation while standing in line at the post office. I
don't recommend doing that, but the reason I share it is because its just that simple to do.
This is what you do:
1. Ask your angels to join you and form a circle with them
2. Place the person or situation you're anxious about in the center
3. Send love to that situation - the person or group of people - before you meet with them
and the opportunity for the highest outcome possible is set into motion.
Now lets talk about living in the "Heart Space."
Heart Space
When we ask the angels what our purpose is, they tell us it is to love - to be love. And
from that energy of love, we shift from within. We ascend our energy and that of the
soils of Mother Earth beneath our feet - plus --- we touch others with love energy. We
expand our conscious awareness to love and align with the Christ Conscious energy of
creation to bring our version of heaven to earth.
We've talked about evaluating our energy of existence - our human "normal" way of
being and choosing to BE of a higher energy - to BE of the energy of joy - whatever that
energy of joy is for you in that moment of today or tomorrow or whenever you are in that
moment. Whatever that energy of joy is for you. We now understand that no matter
what's going on around us - no matter where we live or what we have or have not done in
our lives, we have the ability to choose to be of a higher vibration of energy - of joy.
And from that choice, to be of the higher vibration of love, we align our energy to that of
our field of potentiality - where all we dream of already exists - all that is ours by Divine
right.
THIS is living in the "heart space" --- living in the vibration of love - being true to our
essence of love. Speaking from love, touching from love, thinking from love and BE-ing
in the vibration of love.
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Living in the Heart Space is where we all want to be - BE-ing the higher vibration of love
energy - expanding our consciousness to love all that is around us - to send love to all that
is happening in the world.
You do NOT need to be in agreement to send love - you may be totally against a war or
some other situation, but when you send love to it - you take your power back and you
send energy of a higher outcome - the highest possible outcome.
The most important thing is this: shifting into and BE-ing the energy to send love to
everything outside of us, shifts us to the higher vibration of love within us - and that's
where the magic happens!
Infinite Possibility
If you can dream of something that brings you joy, then it is a part of your consciousness
and is therefore possible for you to experience in physical form. Deepak Chopra teaches
of this "Field of Potentiality" in The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success.
In the mind, we experience what we call our dreams - our goals and our desires. We
experience these joy filled insights and ideas when we ascend our energy to connect with
our Field of Potentiality.
The reason these things whether they be material or emotional experiences aren't already
a part of your reality is because there's an energy of belief - that's between you and your
dream.
The way to remove that energy is simply to shift from less than love to love or above
where the light of love energy will reveal it to you.
Our thought processes they are waves of energy that we observe (sometimes
subconsciously) into form.
When we worry about something, we focus our energy on it and we observe something
we do NOT want into form - we create what we're worrying about.
When we establish an energy wave of expectancy and joy surrounding something we
want, and focus our energy on the joy of receiving, we send out waves of joy and create
through the observation of our energy --- what we want.
I want to be really clear here - our human nature is to focus on what isn't. We focus on
what we perceive ISN'T - instead of the joy of what we want to have.
In one of my other classes someone pointed out how its almost impossible to focus
energy on having a great car when you don't have one or the one you have doesn't work.
This is only true if you allow it to be.
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Because when you close your eyes and envision BE-ing in that car - going somewhere
and enjoying it, your human brain doesn't know that this is not your reality. It can-not
distinguish between the two.
So when you focus your attention and energy on how awesome it is to own this amazing
car, you do in the continuum of those moments - you DO own that car - and you set into
motion the magnetic attraction of the car.
We create through us - through our energy the experience of our reality.
So to pull it all together.
1. Decide what it is you want - decide what brings your heart joy - get CLEAR on what
the joy would FEEL like. Embrace the energy of it - embrace the excited energy of what
it would feel like to be, do or have what you want - to have that magnificent job or that
new home or that car or that relationship. What does it feel like?
2. Demand what you want to be yours - if you don't like the word demand, then use
"command" - command what you want. You can do this by writing it down to anchor the
energy - you can create a vision board (and our Mastery Expert, Catherine Rose Stevens,
teaches us how to create one with the energy you wish to experience. Revisit the excited
energy daily - envisioning and embracing the experience of the joy energy of receiving
what you want. Shift your energy from not having to the joy of receiving DAILY - and
maintain that yummy, fun, excited energy as much as humanly possible. So when you sit
down to demand and move into that energy - when you've mentally experienced being,
doing or having what you want and you get up, you're not the same person as you were
when you sit down, because now you have it!
3. Complete your order with the universe with an affirmation that includes: this or
something better by Divine right, under grace in a miraculous way, thank you, thank you,
thank you. This phrase is NOT just words - it is ENERGY - It is a Powerful Container of
Creation Energy!
When you use: "this or something better by Divine right, under grace in a miraculous
way" you not only open the way for your highest good to reach you, you also take out the
human worry of the "how" you're going to receive something.
And HOW is not your job - your job is maintaining the joy filled focused energy of
creation!
When you maintain that energy of loving, excited, happy receipt - what you want
manifesting as your reality becomes --- Inevitable.
Just to be clear... in today's world, its humanly impossible to maintain the love energy in
every moment. Some things you'll create almost immediately, while others will take time
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and you'll want to maintain that excited joy filled energy of receipt as much as possible,
but its physically, humanly impossible to be there every moment.
So feel the energy of what you wish to experience and if there is resistance energy, the
KEY is to address it immediately when it is revealed to you. This is where your tools
come in. You may want to "jumpstart your power" or you may want to work with your
angels to show you the core of the resistance. If it is deeply rooted fear resistance energy
you may want to use the Disconnect the Cords to Heal the Wounds of Your Heart
program, or the Sedona Method of Release. Or you may be drawn to use another tool,
the most important thing is for you to address the resistance energy immediately to
transmute it to love or above as quickly as possible.
Truth Center - Your Guide to Resistance
In our intro call we talked about resistance and the ability to choose what energy we wish
to be in. I want to talk briefly about your Truth Center.
When I say, grass is purple, you know grass is not purple. So where do you FEEL that in
your body - that knowing that what I said isn't true? Where do you feel that resistance
that you're not in agreement with me?
I'll say that again: grass is purple.
Now when I say grass is green - we know this to be true - so we're in agreement with this
statement. We just experienced together something that is true and something that we
feel resistance or disagreement.
Feeling resistance energy in your body is your signal that you're no longer in love energy.
So when you experience a life situation that creates this nudge of uncomfortable energy
within your body, stop what you're doing and use your tools to shift back into the love
energy that you wish to BE in - the higher vibration of love, joy and happiness energy.
You're rewriting your neural pathway of belief that you deserve to be happy and
recognizing your energy shifting in your Truth Center will help you to know when to
address your internal vibration and maintain it at the highest vibration of love possible.
Money Energy
Now I want to talk about Money Energy. Like everything else, money is just a form of
energy. Its we human's who hold it in negative or positive energy. So how do you shift
out of fear around money?
The bottom line is we want what money will buy for us - food, our home, our
transportation, vacation, electricity, clothing, furnishings - we want what money will buy.
We also want freedom - freedom from want.
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Want laced with fear is a choice. We can choose to want things from the energy of the
joy they will give us or we can want things from the fear energy of not having what we
want. The choice is up to us.
I know, its not easy to not be afraid when we want money for rent when we don't have it.
But when you shift that focus to the joy and relief you'll feel at paying your rent or
mortgage, your energy shifts.
And when we shift our energy to gratitude and love, opportunities are revealed to us that
our fear would have blocked us from seeing - avenues for money to find us are opened.
So from that place of loving gratitude, open your arms wide to receive - all that is yours
by Divine right, under grace, in a miraculous way - for the highest good of all!
I want to also remind you to download the audio session with Mastery Expert, Patti
Smith, Sacred Wealth Mentor - you'll find that on the Members website in the Mastery
Experts section.
As we talked last week, we begin forming our beliefs as babies, toddlers and young
children. Beliefs that are less than love over-write our neural pathways of being limitless
in all we can be, do and have. So in this class module, we're going to work with our
angels to meet with our inner child to help he or she heal beliefs that no longer serve us.
We'll also work with the angels to heal older aspects of ourselves and shift into the love
or above energy.
Before we complete our journey with the healing angels, I will play music for about four
minutes to give you some time to work with your angels to fully integrate your
experience.
Now... just allow - I want to ask you to please just allow yourself to experience whatever
you experience - you may hear something with your angels, you may see something, you
may just feel their energy - just allow yourself to experience whatever you experience.
So we'll begin by quieting our minds...
Quiet Mind Exercise
Place your feet flat on the floor. With your hands gently in your lap, close your eyes.
Focus your attention on your heart and take a deep breath. And shift your focus to
gratitude of the blessings in your life. Embrace the things that you are grateful for and
feel the emotional fulfillment of gratitude.
And with a deep breath, ask yourself these questions – don’t try to answer, just ask:
Who am I?
What do I want?
What’s my purpose?
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What makes me happy?
Now simply allow yourself to be aware of your physical body. Your hands in your lap –
your feet on the floor.
Now focus again on your heart – allow yourself to hear the beating of your heart as a
sound or feel it as a sensation.
Take a few deep breaths – and we’ll connect with the angels to send love to all aspects of
you.
Send Love Guided Journey
Together we set the intention to connect with the angelic realm of love.
In order to open the path of communication to the highest level, breathe deeply, fully and
completely, filling your body with the breath of God.
And so we begin… With the highest of intentions we pray…
Father, Mother God, Creator of All That Is…
Surround us with your divine white light of healing love and allow only those of the light
of God to connect with us. We ask for your presence to help us to connect with the
divine love of you, our creator, to heal all aspects of our being. May this love dissipate
our fear and shift us to the glorious state of love. Bless this divine intention to connect
with the love that is our essence.
In deepest gratitude,
AMEN.
Breathe deeply and focus on the experience of the breath. Now focus on your heart –
allow yourself to feel it beating… beating as one with God.
Take a deep breath....
and see before you a mighty oak grounding tree. Step forward and gently step into the
welcoming heart of your tree where you become as one - a living breathing entity of love.
Notice your feet mold into the tree’s roots and travel through the soils of Mother Earth to
the core light of healing love at her center.
Take a deep breath and feel the vibrant healing energy of Mother Earth as it flows up the
roots to your legs… through your body… to your heart.
Notice the branches of your tree open wide to the breath of God. Take a deep breath and
expand the healing love of God and Mother Earth within your heart...
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Now see before you the hand of an angel reaching for you from the other side of the tree.
Take the angel’s hand and step out the other side into the realm of the angelic.
See your self surrounded with God’s white light. Breathe in the love of the Divine light.
As you breathe deeply you experience a slight swirling mist in the light. You feel it
gently touch your face, soft and fluid as the gentle embrace of angel wings.
Exhale the challenges and hiccups of the physical world. Focus fully on your breath and
the beating of your heart...
From all directions of time, loving angels come to join you - they take your hands and
together, you form a beautiful circle of love and light.
This is a safe place...
Take a deep breath and allow your inner child to walk into the circle.
What does he or she look like? Is she disheveled from struggling to protect herself from
the cruelties of the physical world? Are his or her cheeks stained with tears?
Together with the angels we all send love - all the love of our hearts to this inner child of
you... He or she embraces the love and begins to smile. The love wipes away the tears
and takes away the pain and torment of the teachings and ridicule of the physical world.
Within moments she or he is laughing and giggling - free to be a child.
Now a teenage aspect of you enters the circle. Your inner child holds out his or her
hands to this older aspect of you.
Together with the angels and your inner child we all send love to this teenage aspect of
you. He or she embraces the love - wiping away the painful feelings of inadequacy. He
or she begins to smile and to stand taller fully supported by love.
Now an older aspect of you enters the circle. Your inner child and teenage self hold out
their hands to you.
Together with the angels we all send love to this older aspect of you. Breathe deeply and
send all the love of your heart to these aspects of you.
Breathe deeply and embrace the love...
As you're bathed in the love --- the less than love energy of worry, angst, frustration,
shame, guilt and helplessness all fade away.
Allow this love to flow through you and expand from you.
From this safe place it is okay to forgive the pain of the past. Forgiveness does not
condone behavior, forgiveness is a gift you give to yourself to heal the pain.
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You're fully supported as the loving light of God's essence that you are.
I'm here with you to help you work with your angels to heal...
MUSIC plays for 4 minutes.
You ARE a magnificent being of love and light. You are safe, you are loved, you are
worthy, you are good enough for all that makes your heart sing with joy.
Breathe deeply of the breath of God....
You deserve to be happy and you feel the joy of happiness stir within your body.
The love begins to glow brightly as light.
From above a ray of loving light gently flows into the center of your circle encompassing
you ---- fusing you and your loving angels together as one brilliant ball of love.
The love bond is united and a calm peacefulness is yours. All there is, is love – sweet,
gentle, exciting love flowing throughout your body from head to toe.
Allow the love to fill you. Breathe deeply of the loving light and rejoice at the love.
You are love…
You are one with God.
In the stillness between the beats of your heart... Embrace and Be the gift of love…
As you release the hands of your angelic assistants, notice the love stays with you – you
glow softly of love. Thank your angelic assistants for helping you to expand into this
love.
Now you must return to the physical world bringing with you, all this love. Return to
your grounding tree.
Step into the loving heart of your grounding tree. Notice your feet mold into the tree’s
roots and travel through the soils of Mother Earth to the core light at her center.
Take a deep breath and feel the vibrant healing energy of Mother Earth as it flows up the
roots to your legs… through your body… to your heart.
Step out of your grounding tree taking the joy of love with you – fully grounded and
returned to the physical world.
Class Module Call Complete
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This completes our class call.
Our next call is Tuesday, July 21. Your homework for next week is to read chapters 3
and 4 and complete the inside assignments.
If you have any questions please push *2 on your keypad or type your question into the
queue if you're listening on the web.
In the mean time, please continue to be aware of the energy you're vibrating in - love or
above or less than love, fear - and choose what you really want to experience.
And use your tools when hidden less than love energy is revealed and comes forward to
be healed - and recognize it for what it is - the result of a spiritual growth spurt and know
that when you heal it, you'll be propelled into the natural high of love energy to create
more love energy as your reality.
Be sure to keep your Worry Angel employed!
Live in the love of your Heart Space as much as you possibly can! Recognize less than
love resistance energy when it comes up and use your tools to shift back into love energy.
The more you use your tools to shift into love energy - the easier it is to stay in the love
energy.
Use your tools to continue to rewrite your neural pathways of belief that no longer serve
you and reach out if you need help! Be sure to download the Angels Show Energy Core
document to get step-by-step guidance to process through victim energy.
AND there will be a new moon on Wednesday or Thursday - depending on where you're
located on Mother Earth. Use the Moon Cycle Blueprint for Prosperity OR the full
program of Angels & New Moon Energy Reveal: Access to Your Prosperity Portal to
make the most of the moon's energy! You'll find both in the Mastery Tool Library in the
PDF File and Program file section respectively.
So I want to thank you for being with me tonight. This will complete our call - again if
you have a question, please press *2 on your keypad if you're on your phone or skype or
type you question into the queue if you're listening on the web.
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